We propose a method to account for the Earth oblateness effect in preliminary orbit determination of satellites in low orbits with radar observations. This method is an improvement of the one described in [9] , which uses a pure Keplerian dynamical model. Since the effect of the Earth oblateness is strong at low altitudes, its inclusion in the model can sensibly improve the initial orbit, giving a better starting guess for differential corrections and increasing the chances to obtain their convergence. The input set consists of two tracks of radar observations, each one composed of at least 4 observations taken during the same pass of the satellite. A single observation gives the topocentric position of the satellite, where the range is very accurate, while the line of sight direction is poorly determined. From these data we can compute by a polynomial fit the values of the range and range rate at the mean epochs of the two tracks. In order to obtain a preliminary orbit we wish to compute the angular velocities, that is the rate of change of the line of sight. In the same spirit of [9], we also wish to correct the values of the angular measurements, so that they fit the selected dynamical model if the same holds for the radial distance and velocity. The selected model is a perturbed Keplerian dynamics, where the only perturbation included is the secular effect of the J2 term of the geopotential. The proposed algorithm models this problem with 8 equations in 8 unknowns.
Introduction
We investigate a method of preliminary orbit determination that takes into account the Earth oblateness effect. The method is conceived for the computation of orbits of Earth satellites at low altitudes (LEO), with radar observations. This is an improvement of the algorithm described in [9] , where a two-body approximation is employed. The Earth oblateness has been already included in the dynamical model for the computation of preliminary orbits, see e.g. [5] , where radar observations were assumed to measure the range, the range rate, the right ascension and the declination. In this paper we include the secular effect of the J 2 term of the geopotential in the dynamical model, and we aim to compute preliminary orbits where also corrections to the values of the angular measurements are applied. To write the equations for this problem we shall use the Keplerian integrals evolution, the equations of motion projected onto the line of sight, and Lambert's theorem. We assume that each radar measurement at epoch t is composed by a precise value of the range ρ (with standard deviation ≈ 10 m) and poorly determined values of right ascension α and declination δ (with standard deviation ≈ 0.2 deg), as we did in [9] . The available data are radar tracks of the form
where ∆t = t j+1 − t j ≈ 10 s. Given a radar track we can derive the vector
wheret,ᾱ andδ are the mean values and ρ,ρ,ρ are obtained through a cubic fit.
To describe the osculating two-body orbit of the satellite we use spherical coordinates (known as attributable coordinates)
E att = (α, δ,α,δ, ρ,ρ).
Given the data in (2), we miss the values ofα,δ to have an orbit, which are the unknowns of our orbit determination problem. Moreover, to improve the quality of the preliminary orbit we wish to correct the values * E-mail: helenema@gmail.com ofᾱ,δ. For this purpose we introduce the quantities ∆α, ∆δ, that are unknown small deviations from the mean valuesᾱ,δ: α =ᾱ + ∆α, δ =δ + ∆δ.
We call infinitesimal angles the deviations ∆α, ∆δ . Moreover, in place of the unknownsα,δ we use
that are the components of the topocentric velocity of the satellite orthogonal to the line of sight. The orbit at timet − ρ/c, where c is the velocity of light, is completely determined by the coordinates
that we call modified attributable coordinates. Our method consists in correlating two radar tracks to determine the values of the unknowns and compute preliminary orbits, see [10] . Therefore, the input data set is
We want to determine the values of the vectors (∆α 1 , ∆δ 1 , ξ 1 , ζ 1 ) and (∆α 2 , ∆δ 2 , ξ 2 , ζ 2 ) at epochst 1 − ρ 1 /c and t 2 − ρ 2 /c.
Notation
Let us denote by e ρ the unit vector corresponding to the line of sight, and by q the geocentric position of the observer. Then the geocentric position of the observed body is
where ρ is the range. Using as angular coordinates the topocentric right ascension α and declination δ in an equatorial reference frame (e.g. J2000), we have e ρ = (cos δ cos α, cos δ sin α, sin δ).
We introduce the unit vectors e α = (− cos δ sin α, cos δ cos α, 0) , e δ = (− sin δ cos α, − sin δ sin α, cos δ) .
The set {e ρ , e α , e δ } is an orthonormal system. Denoting byṙ the geocentric velocity of the satellite, we havė
We will use the following different sets of coordinates for the orbits:
that are respectively Keplerian, Cartesian, attributable and modified attributable coordinates. We also consider the coordinate changes
and the composite transformation
The equations of motion
Let us consider Newton's equationr = ∇U (r),
for the motion of a point mass in the Earth gravity field where the potential U is truncated at the
Here, r = |r| is the geocentric distance, R ⊕ is the equatorial radius of the Earth and P 2 is the Legendre polynomial of second degree
The problem defined by equation (7) is non-integrable, see [3] . If we average out the short period term in (7) we obtain an integrable system (see [11] ) given by
with p = a(1 − e 2 ) the parameter of the two-body trajectory and n 0 = µ/a 3 the mean motion. Note that, in the dynamics defined by (9), the elements a, e, I remain constant while the ascending node Ω, the argument of perigee ω, and the mean anomaly ℓ change uniformly with time. Equations (9) can be written shortly aṡ
In the following we shall assume that the observed body is moving according to the integrable dynamics defined by equations (9), (10), and we shall call oblateness effect (or J 2 effect) the deviation from the pure Keplerian motion defined by these equations. To solve our problem, we express the equations of motion in terms of the coordinates E * att . First we express the equation (10) in Cartesian coordinates E car = (r,ṙ). We obtaiṅ
where
is the transformed vector field. From the expression above we obtain the accelerationr as a function of the Cartesian coordinates E car along the solutions of (11):
As done in [9] for the pure Keplerian dynamics, we project the perturbed equation of motion (12) along the line of sight e ρ and obtain the equation
where η = α 2 cos 2 δ +δ 2 is the proper motion. Equation (13) can be expressed as a function of the unknown modified attributable coordinates (∆α, ∆δ, ξ, ζ) using the expressions of r,ṙ given in (5), (6).
The J 2 effect on the two-body integrals
We recall the expressions of the conserved quantities in the Keplerian dynamics, i.e. the angular momentum c, the energy E and the Laplace-Lenz vector L, as a function of r,ṙ. These quantities can be read as functions of the E att attributable coordinates using (5), (6) , and
We have
Including the J 2 effect in the dynamics the angular momentum and the Laplace-Lenz vectors are not conserved anymore. However, the following relations hold true:
where 
Remark 1 We can also write
∆Ω = Ω 2 − Ω 1 , ∆ω = ω 2 − ω 1 , and R L = R 2 R T 1 , with R j = R cj ωj Rẑ Ωj , j = 1, 2.
Lambert's theorem with the J 2 effect
Let us denote by L the expression defining Lambert's equation. In the dynamics defined by (9), the mean motion evolves linearly, thus Lambert's equation can be written as
with n given by the last equation in (9) . Moreover, k ∈ N is the number of revolutions in the time interval [t 1 ,t 2 ]. The angles β, γ are defined by
with r 1 , r 2 the distances from the center of force. In (18) the distance
is the length of the chord joining the two positions of the body at epochst 1 ,t 2 after rotating the osculating ellipse at epocht 1 so that it overlaps with the osculating ellipse at epocht 2 . The rotationR is given explicitly byR =R 2R T 1 , withR 1 andR 2 the transformations from the selected equatorial reference to the orbital reference frame at the epochst 1 andt 2 respectively (n 1 andn 2 are the directions of the lines of nodes):
For a fixed number of revolutions k we have 4 different choices for the pairs (β, γ), see [9] and [1] for the details.
Linkage
We wish to link two sets of radar data of the form (2), with mean epochst i , i = 1, 2, and compute one (or more) preliminary orbits. In the following we use labels 1, 2 for the quantities introduced in the previous sections, according to the epoch. Moreover, let us define v 2 = e ρ 2 × q 2 . Taking into account the J 2 effect we consider the system
of 8 equations in the 8 unknowns (X, ∆), with
Note that the unknowns are divided into 2 sets so that ∆ is the vector of infinitesimal angles.
We search for solutions of equation
In our scheme we use a double-iteration method. To solve system (20) we use the following procedure. Let us consider the function
Solutions of (21) correspond to absolute minimum points of (23). To find them, we search for stationary points of F , i.e. solutions of
Applying Newton-Raphson method would yield the iterations
where the Hessian matrix
We drop the terms with the second derivatives of G, that have quite complicated expressions. This variation of the algorithm is usually called pseudo-Newton method, and can converge if we start close to a solution. In fact, the second derivatives of G are multiplied by the components of G, that are small in this situation. At each iteration of the pseudo-Newton method we use again pseudo-Newton iterations to compute X(∆) from system (22). Precisely, for a given value of ∆ = ∆ k we search for X k = X(∆ k ) by looking for minimum points of the function
Taking advantage of the assumed smallness of the solutions ∆, we consider ∆ = 0 as starting guess.
Remark 2 Equations (22) are not polynomial in X, like the corresponding equations in [9] .
7 Computing X, ∆
In equation (21) the components of the vector G(X, ∆) are similar to the ones of the corresponding vector in [9] . However, the following differences occur:
i) in K at epochst 1 ,t 2 , the termỹ · e ρ replaces the radial component of the Keplerian force −µr · e ρ /|r| 3 ;
ii) in place of the Laplace-Lenz conservation law we have equation (16); iii) in L we have a different expression of the mean motion n, as a function of the constant elements a, e, I, coming from the dynamical model (9) . Moreover, we have a different expression for the length of the chord, see (19).
To search for the values of ∆ that solve equation (21) we have to compute the first derivatives of G(∆) with respect to ∆, appearing in (26). Since these computations are similar to the ones described in [9, Sect.7] , we describe below only the differences coming from the adopted dynamical model.
with respect to ∆ we have to compute the derivatives of the rotation R L . For this purpose we use Euler-Rodrigues formula for the rotation matrices (see [6] )
wherev is the skew-symmetric matrix associated to
that is
The derivatives of L differ from the ones written in ( [9] ) only for the different expressions of n and d L . We have We also need to compute the following derivatives:
The derivatives ofr · e ρ =ρ − ρη 2 +q · e 
In (29) we made a little abuse of notation: e ρ stands both for a function of (α, δ) and for a function of (∆α, ∆δ). Then, we introduce y * that is the vectorỹ as a function of the E * att coordinates: 
